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Abstract 

OpenStack is a relatively new open source cloud computing project. It has rapidly become very 

popular since its first release on 21st October 2010. It has thousands of members, comprising 

technologists, developers, researchers, and cloud computing experts from 87 countries [1]. Over 140 

organisations are members of the OpenStack foundation, including many well-known multinational 

computer companies such as HP, Intel, IBM, AT&T, Cisco and Dell. OpenStack issues new stable 

releases every six months, usually in April and September, and the alphabet is used to determine the 

first character of each named release. Icehouse was released in April 2014 and Juno in September 

2014. Kilo is scheduled for April 2015. 

OpenStack provides several cloud services, which are all accessible via RESTful APIs [2].It provides a 

compute service (codenamed Nova) that is used for the provisioning and managing of large 

networks of virtual machines. It provides two storage services: Swift - a fully distributed, object 

storage platform, capable of storing petabytes of data, and used for the storage, backup and 

retrieval of files; and Cinder - a block storage service  for use by the compute instances. The 

networking service (codenamed Neutron) is used for managing networks and IP addresses. Glance is 

the virtual machine image service that provides for the taking of snapshots of images, and for their 

storage, registration, discovery and delivery to virtual machines. It can use Swift to store its images, 

Neutron to transfer them, and Nova to run them. OpenStack also supports a telemetry service 

(codenamed Ceilometer) for aggregating usage and performance data across the cloud; an 

orchestration service (codenamed Heat) to allow application developers to describe and automate 

the deployment of their cloud infrastructure through templates; a data processing service 

(codenamed Sahara) and database as a service (code named Trove). Horizon is a web based 

graphical user interface (or dashboard) which allows administrators to manage their OpenStack 

installation. 

Keystone is the identity service which authenticates users and provides them with an authorisation 

token to access the various OpenStack services. The services use the token to get authorisation 

information about the user, in terms of the user’s ID, the project and domain the user is a member 

of, and the role he has in the project. The services use either role based access control to determine 

which privileges are available to each role, or access control lists to give direct access to users. 

Despite is openness, nevertheless, until the University of Kent started to work with OpenStack, 

Keystone had no federated identity management capabilities, and all user accounts and passwords 

had to be stored in Keystone, usually in a backend LDAP directory. This is clearly not appropriate for 

widescale open access to clouds, as is required by European universities. Federated access is 

essential.  



A previous paper [3] describes how we first added protocol independent federation to OpenStack. 

This was achieved by modifying Keystone and adding two different sets of functionality to it: a set of 

federation protocol handling modules that returned common output, and a protocol independent 

federation trust management capability. We then worked within the OpenStack Keystone 

community to encourage them to adopt our protocol independent approach to federated access. 

This they did, but decided to use an Apache front end to handle the federation protocols, rather 

than Keystone. The first public release of federated Keystone was issued in April 2014, but due to 

the short release cycles, this only supported SAML, using the mod_shib plugin to Apache. The Juno 

release was made fully protocol independent, and Kilo will have inbuilt support for the ABFAB and 

OpenID Connect protocols (at least) using appropriate Apache plugins. Other federation protocols 

should be relatively trivial to add now that the design is finalised. 

This talk will describe the way that protocol independent federated access has been integrated into 

the core release of Keystone. It will also describe our latest work, which has been to add virtual 

organisation management to Keystone. Our long term objective is to make Keystone a generic VO 

management service for any type of cloud or web service, so that it can replace VOMS [4], the VO 

management system currently used by grids. 
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